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MSc Project: lmplementing hierarchical forests on dynamic connect¡v¡ty

The connectivity problem, which checks if there is a connection between two nodes in a graph,

is a fundamental problem in graph algorithms. Connectivity queries are important in application

areas such as communication and transport networks to checktheir reliability and they are also

relevant for social networks to investigate whether there are connections between users and

the groups they belong to.

For static graphs, the connected components can be precomputed and information about them

can be stored in auxiliary data structures, speeding up the query processing significantly. Ho-

wever, such methods are irnpractical for fully-dynamic large graphs since every single update

demands the recomputation of the stored information. Computing connbctivity on the fly using

search strategies like breàdth-first search (BFS) and depth{irst search (DFS) is prohibitively

expensive for large graphs. The state-of.the-art theoretic approach for dynamic connectivity is

leveraging hierarchical forests.

The goal of this MSc project is to have an implementation of the work [3] based on hierarchl i ca f
forests and evaluate the implementions on given datasets.

Optional: implementing related work [2, 1].
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Tasks

1. Study the research paper [3] on dynamic connectivity.

2. lmplement the following from the work [3].

¡ A baseline approach. For example, simplified version of cluster tree, online BFS or

DFS.

o Hierarchical forests with levels.

¡ Hierarchical forests with local tree.

r Hierarchical forests with local tree and bitmaps.

¡ Hierarchical forests with lazy local tree.

o Hierarchical forests including all components.

3. Conduct sanity check on the implementions.

4. Evaluate the implementations on the given datasets, e.9. email communications and so-

cial network.

5. Summarize the implementations and experimental results in a technical report.
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